Searching the Drowned Man
POEMS BY SYDNEY LEA

“The poems of Sydney Lea create, even in their apparent unambitiousness, a coherent and heart-touching world. Mr. Lea converts factuality into a poetry of depth, small observations into something as deep as ritual...He has the subtlety of mind, emotion, and ear to achieve this in a genre in which many fail.” — Robert Penn Warren.

“The book balances a remarkable number of poetic accomplishments, but best of all is that Lea knows what New England sounds like. Every season, beast, landscape, time of day or time of life has its particular musical tone and color...Lea is a fine regional poet, in the same sense that Frost was first and foremost a poet of place.” — Publishers Weekly.
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Postmodern American Poetry
Jerome Mazzaro

“These seven self-contained essays on Auden, Jarrell, Roethke, Ignatow, Berryman, Plath, and Bishop attempt to define the forces central to the stylistic and philosophic concerns that motivated and shaped each poet’s work. ...Mazzaro is generous in the range of his sympathies, sharp in his insights, and lucid in his presentation. Recommended.” — Library Journal.
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Local Men
POEMS BY JAMES WHITEHEAD

“Like exceptionally crafted, well-thought-out country songs, these poems accept certain thematic conventions: love, women, drink, work, fight and fellowship — one of Whitehead’s risks is to work close to the contended bone of macho values. ...The poems work within such well-defined formal conventions as the sonnet and metrical patterns. Such constraints have the effect of forcing thought and image through a tight mesh of language, assuring them a density and complexity that makes them poems, not songs.” — Peter Clothier, Los Angeles Times. “Technical skill, combined with his ability to see clearly into the lives of his people and to surface with poems that speak directly to us, without sentimentality or gloom, and in a muscled and passionate language, marks James Whitehead as one of our most original and compelling poets.” — Poet Lore. “Whitehead should be collected.” — Choice.
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Abstract. The Tales of Belkin have suggested that they are not what they seem—a cycle of simple, diverting stories. Why Pushkin chooses to filter the telling of the Tales through several narrative voices, why he puts “poetic” epigraphs into ironic play with “prosaic” narratives, and why he develops the narratives around a web of allusions to major Western literatures and to Russian literature have led to a lively, expanding discourse among Pushkinists. But why Pushkin frustrates the Russian character who imitates a foreign model, why he takes the poetic models of the epigraphs as points from which to “step down” to prose, and how he sees the parodic debate between foreign and domestic models as a necessary step in the development of Russian prose are unanswered. Moving toward a new reading of “The Coffinmaker,” the asymmetrical story generally considered of only anecdotal interest, our essay addresses these questions. (DMB and SD)
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